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Details of Visit:

Author: ARIES
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 2 Aug 2008 5.15pm
Duration of Visit: 30 minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Autumn Temptation
Phone: 07787868719

The Premises:

Clean, tidy, easy to park. I had trouble finding it as it is behind the shops rather than on the high
street. A safe area. It is a commercial premises as opposed to the other Divine premises which are
residential.

The Lady:

5'7, auburn hair, 34D,blue eyes. Very attractive. There are several pictures on her own website.

The Story:

I had wanted to book Tammy as an outcall as I had seen her website but wasn't sure what she was
like in person and she doesn't do 30 min appts as an outcall so I decided to see her at Annabellas
first. Was let in by Paige who was maiding and shown upstairs. Introduced to Natasha first who
seemed a little quiet. Then I heard a voice call upstairs "which room is he in?". This turned out to be
Elle. She is also very attractive but I had chatted with her and unfortunately she doesn't offer a full
GFE-no french kissing. Paige came back and asked which girl I wanted to see. I asked if Tammy
was working. She had only just come back from the shops so Paige introduced her as well. Luckily
she was very attractive so I chose her. Unlike at other MK places, I wasn't offered a drink at this
stage. Maybe they just forgot but it would be good to offer clients something.

Tammy is quite chatty and I asked if she was happy with OWO but she was only going to do it if I
showered (even though I had already done so beforehand). So after the shower we started with a
BJ which was very deep and onto a bit of snogging before sex in doggy. Tammy has quite a
dominant personality but is submissive when it comes to sex. Then I gave her oral which made her
orgasm and then a little chat before she asked me to join her in the shower again afterwards.

Time went quickly and the numer of times I had sex was less than the number of times I showered
so Tammy is more suited to longer appts. She is a very interesting person and loves sex with girls
as well so an outcall with someone like Tiggy would be very interesting.
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